
HOLBROOK

INSPIRING 
WONDER

HQ  //  Alpharetta, Georgia

FORMAT  //  Hospitality/Residences

SIZE  //  5 Units



Changing the mindset of life after 55 isn’t easy. What 

we needed to do is identify why that number had been 

earmarked for the beginning of a term that encapsulates 

40+ years of life. By finding the root cause, we could 

then challenge the thinking through action and a 

rallying cry. Holbrook was poised to actively challenge 

that misconception, but needed a voice and a visual 

that would establish them as something familiar and 

different. Familiar in that it aligns with the person’s 

vision, and different in that it truly represents the ideal 

instead of being another instance of “senior living.”

CHALLENGE



 » Analyzed current identity, position in market, 
and marketing messaging

 » Identified primary audience and available space 
in the competitive landscape  then developed 
Patron profile

 » Excavated the ownable, authentic purpose of 
Inspire Wonder

 » Developed key messaging and tone of voice to 
communicate personality and position

 » Onboarded client team with evolved 
positioning, strategy, identity, and messaging

 » Crafted a suite of brand touchpoints that 
collectively worked in communicating and 
successfully selling the brand

 » Market Research

 » Brand Audit and Analysis

 » Brand Strategy Development

 » Brand Messaging Strategy

 » Identity Design

 » Brand Standards Development

 » Stationery & Correspondence Collateral

 » Windscreen & Barrier Design

 » Marketing Collateral Design

 » Website Design & Development

SERVICES

SOLUTION

LEFT TOP - BOTTOM  //  A comprehensive suite 
of correspondence and stationery materials were 
designed to empower the team to create classic 
connections with depositors and residences.

TOP  //  Barrier windscreen designs were created 
to develop intrigue and curiosity around the 
brand and residences. 

MIDDLE  //  Custom cycling jerseys designed 
to catch the eye and promote the active living 
Holbrook proliferates with their communicates 
and lifestyle.



Vigor designed and concepted a teaser brochure that would introduce would-be 
depositors and residences to the Holbrook lifestyle. This piece generated immediate 
attention and buzz inside and outside the organization.



All marketing and sales touchpoints were 
rejuvenated with the new Holbrook identity 
and tone of voice creating a concise package 
of communications that collectively worked 
towards building the brand’s message and 
legitimacy as a community.

Vigor’s collaborative approach to building the brand 

resulted in rapid adoption and acceptance of the 

identity, tone of voice, and vision. The strategy set the 

stage for selling out the first community, and fueled 

sales for future communities. The flagship Holbrook 

location is scheduled to launch in mid-2019.

[Vigor] captured the heart and 
soul of this vision and brand. 
This is an expression of the  
life people can, and should,  
live now and into their later 
years at Holbrook.

RESULTS

– AL HOLBROOK 
FOUNDER & VISIONARY



Joseph Szala 

(678) 855-7835 x700 

joseph@vigorbranding.com

CONNECT

www.vigorbranding.com
IG  //  @vigorbranding

TW  //  @vigor

DO IT WITH VIGOR™
People don’t buy food. They buy experiences. We believe 
that restaurant experiences serve as the setting for life’s most 
memorable moments. With such a big role to play, every restaurant 
has to be created with strategic thinking as the vehicle, and 
innovative creative as the standard. And that’s exactly how we 
approach our work with restaurant brands. It results in innovation 
that’s more comfortable, success that’s more feasible, and brand 
experiences that are unforgettable.

 » Brand Strategy

 » Brand Positioning

 » Restaurant Concept Development

 » Brand Communications

 » Brand Naming

 » Brand Identity Design

 » Brand Activation Strategy

 » F&B Menu Consulting

 » Menu Suite Design

 » Interior & Environment Design

 » Packaging Design

 » Uniforming and Merchandising

 » Brand Marketing Strategy

 » Activation Marketing

 » Event Marketing

 » Advertising

 » Social Media Marketing

 » Digital Marketing

 » Web Design & Development

 » App Design & Development

RESTAURANT BRANDING & MARKETING EXPERTISE

AGENCY PROFILE

LOCATION:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ATLANTA, GEORGIA

YEAR INCORPORATED:  . . . . 2003

TEAM SIZE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12


